Description
Power BI Flight School is hands on training designed exclusively for the business user. Marquam teaches executives and managers the piloting skills necessary to make informed business decisions derived from Power BI dashboards and reports. The goal is to help business users make confident decisions, leveraging ad-hoc analytics and gaining insights through machine learning.

Audience
This training program is built for organizations who plan to publish Power BI apps to a broad audience of end users. The attendees should be consumers of those apps, not developers (Marquam offers alternate training programs for developers).

Take Off
- Installation of the Power BI app
- Review shared Power BI dashboards
- Differences between dashboards and reports
- Dashboard subscriptions and printing
- Machine learning insights
- Natural Language Queries

Navigate
- Insights with Power BI filters and visualizations
- Drill down and drill through for enhanced details
- Excel reports and advanced analytics
- Power BI reports for PowerPoint

Touch Down
- Power BI mobile app form factors
- O365 Service and Power BI report interactions
- Exclusive mobile app features
- Sharing Power BI insights

Up-to-date
Marquam training content is updated frequently to include new Power BI features as they are released.

Investment
Power BI Flight School is offered as a remote, 2-hour video conference session for 12 attendees at $500. Pricing for on-site training or enterprise training program for all users is available by request.
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